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Pediatric CCRN Certification Review is an essential guide for critical care nurses preparing for the

Pediatric CCRN exam. Containing more than 1,200 practice questions with rationales representative

of those found on the Pediatric CCRN exam, it offers a succinct, yet comprehensive review of the

core material. Organized to provide essential test taking strategies and techniques for passing the

exam, Pediatric CCRN Certification Review explores the Synergy Model, cardiovascular and

pulmonary systems, neurology, renal, gastrointestinal, hematology, immunology, endocrine,

multisystem, and behavioral issues. Included with the book is an online access code for JB

TestPrep, our online interactive testing program, to help you pass the exam. Donâ€™t forget to visit

our new nursing certification website: www.NursingCertificationSuccess.com
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This is a great review book. I thought the questions were very similar to the actual questions on the

exam. I did all 1200 practice questions and usually scored between 50-60% correct, but got 82%

correct on the actual exam. I find I learn a lot more from doing practice questions than just reading

through review material. The rationals are concise and point out where people often get tricked into

picking a wrong answer. I'd highly recommend this for anyone studying for the pediatric CCRN

exam or who is a pediatric critical care nurse that wants to test their knowledge.



This book was just jammed packed full of practice questions and full rationales. It also included an

online test which offered the similar practice exams that you can customize and the same very well

explained rationales. This book really helped me in passing the peds CCRN.

This is not a book for pediatrics. It may say it on the title but SAVE YOUR MONEY. The questions

cover mostly adult topics. For example, I have done pediatric cardiac critical care for the past five

years. It is my meat and potatoes and I struggled in the cardiac section of this book. Why? Because

it was all about MIs, Intra-Aortic Balloon Pumps, and Swan-Ganz Catheters. If you want a good

CCRN question book, go for the Nurse Builders book by Susan Wade. These authors are just trying

to rip off nurses studying for their CCRN because they clearly do not understand that peds is not the

study of small adults.I've sent it back right away.

While there are a plethora of review questions in this book, I found it more overwhelming than

helpful seeing as how a lot of the questions did not actually coincide with the curricula tested on the

PEDIATRIC CCRN examination. I was trying to use the review questions as a guide to see how well

I had covered content and found myself frustrated at the amount of 12 lead interpretation,

pacemaker material, and other things...and that was just the cardiovascular section. Yes, it will help

you get into the frame of mind for the type of test, but the questions do not fall in line with the

content that AACN outlines on the test.

This was my main source of practice questions I used to study for the exam. I paid for an aacn

online review course with slides and a lecture that I thought was terrible. I borrowed a review course

booklet (but wasn't able to attend the actual course) so I had a little bit of review info to look at.

Aside from that, I just buckled down and answered question after question, doing almost every

question in this book. The rationales were helpful and I checked them even on questions I got right

because they usually offered further insight and helpful info. And I just passed the test today! :)

Definitely recommend this book. It's worth the expense. Everyone in my unit has used this book and

that's how I knew to get it. Glad I did. Side note: It has a section including the synergy model which

is now I think 20% of the exam...everything I looked at said you only need to know how to apply it,

which is often "common sense" and you won't be asked specifically about the terminology. That is

not true! You will be asked about the terminology. So be sure to pay attention to that in this study

book! Knowing how to answer the questions, having that strategy, like for boards, is key and this

book will give you plenty of practice with how they're looking for you to answer.



Bought this book to study for my CCRN and I passed. I think it had more to do with using the online

component included in with the book than the actual book itself.My only criticism is that some of the

answer to the questions were wrong (like WAY wrong-stuff that any RN or RN student would know)

and some of the questions online were missing or incomplete.It seems expensive, but considering

how much the registration for CCRN costs, it is worth it and you can always resell to someone at

your work who is looking to take it.

This is a great review guide whether you are taking your Pediatric CCRN or just reviewing pediatric

nursing practice. The online testing is easy to use.

Great book! It has a lot of questions and good explanations for each answer. It is not a review book,

but a questions only book. Your review is the answers. I have this book, along with two other review

books. I have the CCRN for adults, and I did many questions, which helped me pass the exam. I'm

hoping to do the same for the peds CCRN.
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